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ABSTRACT
With rapid growing technology latest electronic gadgets coming in the field of computer networks thereby
technology used in the networks are dynamically changing day to day, to adopt this latest modifications
required to networks. Routing in this dynamic wireless environment is very challenging job, many routing
protocols evolved for to perform routing mechanism in wireless networks each of with merits and demerits.
Route discovery is the fundamental mechanism which faces many challenges, out of which looping is the major
concern during routing mechanism. This paper focuses on loop avoidance mechanisms, specially the routing
protocols which are addressing the looping problem. The routing protocols like Babel, Destination sequenced
distance vector routing (DSDV), and Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) are discussed with
mechanism employed for loop avoidance. Finally comparative analysis is made to find out the best mechanism
of loop avoidance and proposing a better routing protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Babel Routing Protocol
Babel is a routing protocol originally developed for

The Babel [1] routing protocol applications not only

mesh networks and to be robust and efficient on both

limited to wireless but also for wired networks. The

wireless mesh networks and wired networks. Based

distinct property of this routing protocol which can

on the quality of link it initiates routing. it is robust

separate it from other routing protocols is that its

in case of desynchronization, once mobility in the
network takes place it reconvergence quickly. The

faster reconvergence and make the network loop free
even in case of higher mobility. It has adopted its

basic idea is derive from DSDV, AODV and

routing mechanism from DSDV and AODV. If this

Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol to
design this routing protocol.

routing protocol is well configured it finds the
optimal path to the destination. It can operate in
IPV4 and IPV6. The major disadvantage of this

This paper is organized in the following way, chapter

routing protocol is that it consumes more bandwidth

1 describes about Babel routing protocol and briefs

and requires more memory space due to periodic

about the routing mechanisms of DSDV and AODV,

updation of routing information. This routing

chapter 2 describes looping problem, chapter 3

protocol is more suitable for the networks which are

describes the mechanism used by Babel, DSDV and

unstable, links can go down and up on regular basis.

AODV for loop avoidance, chapter 4 with conclusion
and chapter 5 with references.
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Babel routing in dynamic topology [2]:

of each other it results in a network wide broadcast

The normal routing of data for table driven routing

Similarly when two nodes moving apart from each

protocols is as follows. Consider the following

other’s range there is a link breakage, Also results in

network with three nodes A, B and S. When any data

a network wide broadcast. The Local movements of

packet needs to be exchanged among them Figure-1,

the nodes have global effects.

node A can send data directly to node S, and B
reaches through A to S.

The routing table accompanies the fields: destination,
next, metric, sequence number, installs time, stable
data etc. Sequence numbers are normally generated
from destination itself which are used for preventing
loops in the network. Install time are used to delete
wrong entries from table. Stable data is a pointer to a
table having information on how stable a route is and
also used to damp fluctuations in network. The

Figure 1. Node movements in network

figure-3 depicts the routing operation of packets
using DSDV.
Advantages of DSDV:
1. It ensures loop free routes.
2. It solves count to infinity problem in routing

Figure 2. Node movements in network
After the node movement refer Figure 2, Node A
reaches to S using B, before B has shifted to the direct
route, this situation will present till the topology
change is successfully broadcasted to B. Using Babel
routing protocol, A will wait for switching routes
until it can be definite that B has shifted to the direct
route.
B. Destination Sequenced Distance Vector Routing
Protocol.
DSDV [7] is class of Distance vector routing protocol,
it is proactive routing protocol. The major drawback
of Distance vector routing protocol is that it can’t

which was the major drawback of distance
vector routing.
3. With help of additional traffic can be avoided
along the paths.
4. It maintains only best available path in routing
table there by reducing space consumption.
Limitations of DSDV:
1. It takes more band width for frequent updating
of routing information.
2. It do not incorporate Multi path Routing.
3. Time delay cannot be predicted for route
updating.
4. Problem of
fluctuation.

fluctuation

and

damping

prevent looping, thereby majority of the packets
drop in the middle of the network resulting poor
performance. The route looping problem is addressed
in the DSDV. In this routing protocol each node
contains routing table. This routing table is required
to be updated in timely manner regularly. It floods
the dynamic changes in the network to each, when
two nearby nodes enter in the communication range
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not listen to HELLO message from the neighboring
node then it updates the routing table by deleting the
routing information corresponding to that node. If
the destination with this neighbor as the next hop is
believed not to be far away), local repair mechanism
may be launched to rebuild the route towards the
destination; otherwise, a REER (Route Error) packet
is sent to the neighbors in the precursor list
associated with the routing entry to inform them of
the link failure. The following figure-4 depicts the
Figure 3. routing operation using DSDV.

routing operation using AODV.

C. Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing
Protocol.
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing
Protocol (AODV) [5] is a reactive routing protocol,
which adopts the best features Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR) and DSDV protocol. It accomplishes
the message transport using the following routing
mechanism which comprises of Route Discovery and
Route Maintenance.
(1) Route discovery: In order to send a packet from
one node to another node it initiates route discovery
mechanism which finds the path from source to
destination. If the route is not found in the routing
table to reach the destination then RREQ (Route
Request) information is flooded in to the network.
Upon receiving the RREQ, the node creates a reverse
routing entry towards the originator of RREQ, which
is used to forward replies later. The destination or
the intermediate node, which has a valid route
towards the destination, replies with a RREP (Route
Reply) information. On receipt of RREP, the reverse
routing entry towards the originator of RREP is also
created, similar to the processing of RREQ.
Associated with each routing entry is a so-called
precursor list, which is created at the same time. The
precursor list contains the upstream nodes which use
the node itself towards the same destinations.
(2) Route maintenance: To show the presence a node
always sends information periodically to neighboring
nodes in the form of HELLO messages. If a node does

Figure 4. Routing operation using AODV.

II. ROUTE LOOPING PROBLEM
During the propagation of routing information
sometimes data packets do not reach to the
destination for several reasons of network failure
such as power failure but sometimes even the
network working healthy cannot transport data
packets successfully due to route looping problem, in
which route to the destination cannot be found
properly this can be understood with the following
scenario mentioned below in the figure-5. Assume
node N1 is sending data to node N3 through node N2.
If the link between nodes N2 and N3 breaks and N2
has not yet informed node N1 about the breakage,
node N1 sends the data to node N2 assuming that the
link N1-N2-N3 is working and shortest path. As node
N2 aware of the broken link it tries to reach node N3
through node N1, thus sending the original data back
to node N1. Furthermore, node N1 receives the data
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that it originated back from node N2 and consults its

hold down timer, trigger update and define

routing table. Node N1's routing table will say that it

maximum hops.

can reach node N3 via node N2 as still N1 is not
updated with the latest routing information that is

It is found that it is very essential to have built in

the route breakage thus sending its data back to node

route prevention mechanisms in routing protocol

N2 creating an infinite loop

some of routing protocols like BGP, EIGRP, DSDV
and Babel [3] are having built-in loop prevention
scheme, they use algorithms to assure that routing
loops can never happen, not even transiently.
A. Loop Avoidance Mechanism In Babel
Babel uses the strongest loop avoidance mechanism it
is achieved in the following way. It detects the
neighbor nodes by broadcasting more or less
periodically

Figure 5. Node displacement
There may be another scenario in which if node N3
crashes if this information is not updated then node

the hello

message

which

consist

sequence number and interval fields. A Hello packet
contains sequence number and interval before
broadcasting the next hello. The loss rate can be
obtained robustly, even when hello intervals are

N1 and N2 will be in notion that still the route exist

variable. After broadcasting a hello message it waits

to N3, thus looping still persist in the network.

for response message from the neighbouring nodes,

This route looping can cause severe problem and data

the node which is sending the response gives the
quality of link [4] using the ETX metric which is

packet rate come down drastically, lowering the
performance of the routing protocol. So loops in the

used to check the quality of link. ETX measure the

routing must be avoided there are different methods

without any errors. This number varies from one to

used in the different routing protocols to mitigate

infinity. An ETX of one indicates a perfect

looping problem.

transmission medium, where an ETX of infinity
represents a completely non-functional link. Babel

III. MECHANISMS OF LOOP AVOIDANCE

number of data packets transmitted along the path

also solves the starvation problem for this it sends an
explicit request for a new sequence number. Unlike

Looping problem is the major concern in routing

what happens in AODV, this request is not broadcast,

there are many techniques which are followed to
avoid looping problem some are user defined and

which avoids an increasing diameter search hop

some are inbuilt within the routing protocols If a

count and duplicate suppression is enough. Babel
makes the source and destination sequence number

network is using the routing protocol which do not

using a broadcast with a triple(s, d, .d), where‘d’

have in built mechanism of loop avoidance such link-

uniquely identifies the originator of this route.

state routing protocol example OSPF or IS-IS, a

Reference distances are maintained per source and

routing loop can be avoided by resetting the new
topology for the network and this information must

destination. With multiple gateways, Babel no longer

be updated to the neighboring nodes. Few of older

disappears in O(n), where n is the size of the loop.[6]

routing protocols like RIP do not implement the

Babel is using feasibility condition (FC) when

newest forms of loop prevention and only implement

verifying incoming routing records. In particular,

mitigations such as split horizon, route poisoning,

Babel employs FC variant called Source Node

ensures the absence of loops. It ensures that a loop
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Condition [8] just as EIGRP: The best known metric

destination node, and the sequence number of the

mA together with a sequence number sA (number

destination.

reflecting age of metric, higher means younger and
more current) to a destination network N from a

Loop Avoidance can be done in the following way:

router A denotes its feasible distance (FD), FDA(N) =

1. If the new address has a higher sequence number,

(sA , mA). Routing information received by router A
from router B satisfies FC if and only if the metric

the node chooses the route with the higher sequence
number and discards the old sequence number.

DB(N) to the destination network N advertised by

2. If the incoming sequence number is similar to the

router B is strictly lower than FDA( N ): [9]

one belonging to the present route, a route with the
minimum cost is chosen.

DB( N )= (sB , mB) , FDA(N) = (sA , mA)
DB( N ) < FDA(N) ↔ (SB = SA ∧ mB < mA) ∨ SB > sA

3. All the metrics chosen from the new routing
information are incremented.
4. This mechanism continues until all the nodes are

Applying FC, count-to-infinity problem can be

updated. If there are duplicate updated packets, the

avoided known from original RIP implementation.

node considers keeping the one with the least-cost

However, the FC might cause starvation, when the

metric and deletes the remaining. In the event of a

only one route exists, and it cannot be used because
it does not satisfy FC. Therefore, Babel is checking

broken link, a cost of metric with a new sequence
number (incremented) is assigned to it to assure that

sequence numbers which is same as in DSDV to

the sequence number of that metric is always greater

recognize outdated FD. Moreover, Babel equips

than or equal to the sequence number of that node.

routing

updates

also

with

advertising

router

identification to distinct between different routes to
the same network prefix.

C. Loop Avoidance Mechanism In Aodv
To ensure loop freedom in AODV it maintains the
sequence number. The sequence number is sent with

B. Loop Avoidance Mechanism In Dsdv [7]

RREQ (for source) and RREP (for destination) and

It is proactive routing protocol which is mainly

stored in the routing table. The larger the sequence

originated from the idea of Bellman-Ford routing

number, the newer the route information. To check

algorithm and Routing Information Protocol (RIP).
In this routing a node contains a routing table with

the freshness of the route sequence number is used
for granting loop freedom. Whenever a node needs

as much as many destinations of the network in its

to send a packet to a destination for which it has no

range and the number of hops to each destination.

‘fresh enough’ route (i.e., a valid route entry for the

Each table entry has a sequence number that is

destination whose associated sequence number is at

incremented every time a node sends an updated

least as great as the ones contained in any RREQ that

message. Routing tables are updated in regular
intervals of time when the topology of the network

the node has received for that destination) it
broadcasts a route request (RREQ) message to its

changes and are flooded throughout the network to

neighbours. Each node that receives the broadcast

keeps the stable information in all parts of the

sets up a reverse route towards the originator of the

network. Each DSDV node maintains two routing

RREQ (unless it has a ‘fresher’ one). When the

tables: one for forwarding packets and one for

intended destination (or an intermediate node that

advertising incremental routing packets. The routing

has a ‘fresh enough’ route to the destination) receives

information sent in regular intervals of time by a

the RREQ, it replies by sending a Route Reply

node comprises a new sequence number, the

(RREP). It is important to note that the only mutable

destination address, the number of hops to the

information in a RREQ and in a RREP is the hop
count (which is being monotonically increased at
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each hop). The RREP travels back to the originator of

suitable for both wireless and wired networks. It is

the RREQ (this time as a unicast). At each

clearly explained the route looping problem in the

intermediate node, a route to the destination is set

network and its persistence and damages to the

(again, unless the node has a ‘fresher’ route than the

network. This paper brings out some of older

one specified in the RREP). In the case that the

techniques for loop avoidance and few newer

RREQ is replied to by an intermediate node (and if
the RREQ had set this option), the intermediate node

technologies. The mechanism used in Babel routing
protocol for loop avoidance is clearly explained. And

also sends a RREP to the destination. In this way, it

the mechanism of loop avoidance in some other

can be granted that the route path is being set up

routing protocols DSDV and AODV are described.

bidirectionally. In the case that a node receives a

These routing protocols prove to be better in some or

new route (by a RREQ or by a RREP) and the node
already has a route ‘as fresh’ as the received one, the

other
situations
depending
upon
the
implementations. Finally Babel is considered a better

shortest one will be updated. If there is a subnet (a

routing protocol for mobile networks comparing to

collection of nodes that are identified by a common

Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) or

network prefix) that does not use AODV as its

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance-Vector (AODV)

routing protocol and wants to be able to exchange

routing protocols. Babel is a hybrid distance vector

information with an AODV network, one of the
nodes of the subnet can be selected as their ‘network

routing protocol. Still more work need to be done in
finding the newer techniques of loop avoidance

leader’. The network leader is the only node of the

considering power consumption, load balancing.

subnet that sends forwards and processes AODV
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